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Baseball is a huge part of American culture, and the Negro Baseball Leagues covers 
a dynamic time in American history. Engage sports enthusiasts by framing lessons 
on US history, social studies—including civil rights, integration & segregation, and 
racism—and more with this high-interest topic. Use our guide for ideas to help teach 
these and related themes & topics to your students!
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online resources

Dr. Raymond Doswell, curator of the Negro Leagues Baseball 
Museum in Kansas City, Missouri, served as the content 
consultant for ABDO’s Negro Baseball Leagues series. 

The Negro Leagues Baseball Museum 
http://www.nlbm.com/s/index.cfm

The NBL Museum’s eMuseum is an excellent resource for teachers, 
with lots of free lesson plans. Check it out at: 
http://www.coe.ksu.edu/nlbemuseum/nlbemuseum.html

Major League Baseball & the Negro Leagues 
http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/history/mlb_negro_leagues.jsp

The National Baseball Hall of Fame
http://baseballhall.org/

Library of Congress’s online exhibit, African American Odyssey
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/aaohtml/exhibit/aointro.html

Abraham Lincoln’s views of slavery in America 
http://www.nps.gov/liho/historyculture/slavery.htm

Jim Crow Laws 
http://www.nps.gov/malu/forteachers/jim_crow_laws.htm
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history exploration

the neGro baseball leaGues 
and aMerican history

Six critically important eras in US history are connected to the Negro Leagues. Have 
students pick one to research. Start the lesson by reviewing the Introduction from Great 
Pitchers or Great Hitters.

1860–1880: slavery, war, and the growth of baseball
1880–1900: American Reconstruction and early black pro baseball
1900–1920: independent black baseball
1920–1945: the birth of the Negro Leagues, its rise and fall
1945–1960: integration and breaking barriers
1960–present: Negro Leagues legacy and civil rights

The NBL Museum’s eMuseum features free lesson plans framed around these time periods. 
http://www.coe.ksu.edu/nlbemuseum/nlbemuseum.html

history in context

What was happening in the United States during the NBL era? What was happening around 
the world at that time? Were there any major historical events occurring? What about
before the birth of the NBL? Or at the time of its dissolution? Discuss an event and have 
students hypothesize how that event had an impact on the league, or the other way around.
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history exploration (continued)

black history

Use the Library of Congress’s online exhibit, African American Odyssey, to introduce 
students to the African American struggle for equality throughout specific periods of 
American history. Divide your class into nine groups and assign a time period to each to 
research. Have them overlap that research with the corresponding time periods highlighted 
at the beginning of this guide (the first section overlaps with parts 1–4 of the LOC’s 
timeline).
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/aaohtml/exhibit/aointro.html

nbl MuseuM and player bios

Rather than serve as a Hall of Fame, the NBL Museum serves to preserve and honor the 
history of black baseball. Have students visit the website as well as the National Baseball 
Hall of Fame website. At the Hall of Fame site, have them perform a search for inducted 
Negro Leaguers. What are their observations about the years these men were inducted and 
the total number of players in this category? Have them conduct independent research on 
the players.
http://www.nlbm.com/s/index.cfm

franchise history of the nbl

Have students research the best and worst teams in the NBL. Have them research the 
managers and owners of those teams. A list of all NBL teams is available at 
http://www.nlbm.com/s/team.htm.
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usinG our nbl Map

on the road aGain

The Negro Leagues were scattered across the United States. Incorporate a geography les-
son by using our NBL map. Have students identify teams in your state; have students look 
for their favorite team and identify the US region it’s located in; have students study the 
map and draw conclusions about the areas concentrated more heavily with teams versus 
those that have few to no teams.

Have students note which teams are located in the North and the South—research the 
similarities and differences of these teams’ experiences on the road and whether or not 
location made a difference in how they were treated.

Have students choose a team and research its game history; have them plot the locations 
they traveled to for games in relation to their home territory. Have them plot these games in 
chronological order, if possible, for an extra challenge (choose one year).

Have students choose a team and plot the hometown of each player on that team. How 
far did some of them travel to play ball? Were others considered hometown heroes? Ask 
students to imagine themselves as NBL players and decide how far they would have been 
willing to travel to join a team.

Have students examine the map and the team names in particular—whether the name is 
related to the geographical area or not and whether the name is similar to the team name 
of the major league team in the area. Have them hypothesize what these connections or 
lack thereof mean to the team’s identity and popularity.

Atlantic city bachrach giants

Baltimore elite giants

Baltimore black sox

birmingham black barons

Brooklyn cuban giants

brooklyn royal giants

chattanooga black lookouts

Chicago american giants

Chicago leland giants

Chicago union giants

detroit stars

dayton marcos

Hilldale

INdianapolis ABCs

INdianapolis Clowns

Kansas city Monarchs

Macon acmes

mobile tigers

nashville elite giants

newark eagles

New york black yankees

New york lincoln giants

weeksville unknowns

Page fence giants

cuban giants

philadelphia giants

pittsburgh crawfords

waco yellow jackets

St. Louis giants

St. Louis stars

HOmestead Grays
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theMe-based activities

inteGration inspiration

Discuss the theme of prejudice and identify the various forms it can take. Have your 
students identify where prejudice can be found in other sports stories, books, and movies 
such as A League of Their Own. Compare and contrast the minority groups or characters 
that are discriminated against with those from the NBL— and how they each experience 
self-worth and overcome unfair treatment. 

Continue the conversation with non-sports stories and movies, including books such as 
Anne Frank’s Diary or Number the Stars and scenes from the movie Windtalkers. See how 
many connections students can draw between the various groups and the situations they 
face because of someone else’s prejudice against them.

proGress, one base at a tiMe

Review the biographies of barrier breakers in black baseball history—include Moses 
“Fleetwood” Walker, Jackie Robinson, and Leroy “Satchel” Paige. How did these players 
serve the cause of equality? Ask students to relate how these players serve as symbols of 
change in the history of baseball.
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theMe-based activities (continued)

in their cleats

Select an excerpt from the books and assign students to small groups. Have them review 
the text selection and create a drama scene. You could have them all interpret the same 
scene or offer a variety of options with different situations.

Based on the text, they should identify their main character and supporting characters. Their 
play should include fictional dialogue, but be based on the facts and evidence from the text. 
They should approach the writing from the perspective of putting themselves in the 
character’s shoes. What is the situation at hand? What is their character’s motivation and 
how did he respond? What do they imagine he would have said? 

Have each group act out their scene for the class. After each scene, discuss with the class if 
they think the portrayal was accurate and why or why not. If not, what do they think should 
have been done differently? Ask them to back up their opinion with evidence.

Just like Me

Do students have examples from their own lives that relate to themes in these books, such 
as discrimination, overcoming odds, or reaching a great achievement? Facilitate a discussion 
of these experiences. Ask students what happened and how their experiences made them 
feel. Allow them to draw connections to the players’ lives and imagine how they must have 
felt, whether it be similar or different, and why.
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theMe-based activities (continued)

all in a day’s Work

Black baseball players didn’t make the kind of money today’s pros make; many had to have 
other jobs. Research NBL player biographies and note who came to the league after already 
making a living from a trade or career of some kind. What sort of jobs did these men hold? 
Ask students to discuss what jobs would have been worth leaving to play baseball for.

Jackie Robinson is noted for speaking critically of playing for the NBL. (Integration Era, 
Robinson in the Negro Leagues, p. 6) Have students research players’ living conditions 
at home and on the road as well as management practices and opportunities across the 
league. Have them research the same for MLB during the same era. Let them discuss any 
notable benefits or drawbacks of playing for the NBL and track their ideas in a pros & cons 
chart. Which list is longer? Do any items on the list outweigh others?

 

truth or fiction in filM?

The Brian Helgeland film about Jackie Robinson, 42, will debut April 15, 2013—the 
anniversary of Robinson’s entry into the big leagues.  Actor Chadwick Boseman will play 
Robinson and Harrison Ford will play Branch Rickey. 

As part of your program, show movie clips from a film related to the NBL or civil rights. 
Examples include Soul of the Game (HBO, 1996), Ken Burns’ Baseball (PBS, NR), The 
Court-Marshall of Jackie Robinson (1990, PG), and Don’t Look Back: The Story of Leroy 
“Satchel” Paige (1981, NR). Don’t overlook films like A League of Their Own, which portrays 
another minority group in baseball history—and be sure to discuss the women involved in 
black baseball, too.

Show clips as they relate to a particular theme. See if students can pick up on the point the 
video clips are making. Ask them to cite examples as evidence of how that theme is 
conveyed in the video.

Research director and actor interviews about the making of these films. What kind of insight 
into the characters and events do they have to offer? Read quotes of their takes on these 
topics to your class. Have students paraphrase these quotes into a main point and compare 
these takes to those they made on their own by watching the film.
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theMe-based activities (continued)

tiMe Warp

Ask students to contemplate if the NBL was part of the modern-day professional baseball 
organization. How would that look and how would MLB teams be affected? Would there 
also be professional leagues for other minority groups, such as Latinos?

Following this discussion, ask students why, in light of the circumstances, only the Negro 
Baseball Leagues were in fact formed. Where were other minority groups at that time and 
what were their circumstances?

Women’s baseball dissolved after male players returned from WWII; what were the reasons 
that led to the NBL’s dissolution?

 neWs reporter

Identify key moments from NBL history and have students investigate the original reports 
on these events. Do different newspapers provide different accounts? Ask students why that 
might be. Have them research additional sources and write their own report of the event 
based on that evidence. How does their story compare to the original?

for the love of the GaMe

Research the development of the game of baseball from its beginnings before the Civil War 
through the formation of the NBL. Have students examine how the public viewed the game, 
who played and who watched, and how those views and interactions changed over time.
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theMe-based activities (continued)

leaGue leGends

Present students with a list of the top NBL players. Have them discuss each player’s 
notoriety at the time of his career high. Next, present students with a list of today’s top MLB 
players. Have them draw conclusions about how their favorite players compare to the NBL 
players and who the better players actually are—and whether their assessment is based on 
stats only, or in comparison to corresponding league stats, or whether what makes a player 
“great” is based on performance as well as personal character or a social breakthrough.

After the discussion, have each student write a few paragraphs about who their favorite 
player was before the discussion and whether that opinion was influenced/changed at all 
after learning more about NBL players. Have them express their ideas about the legacy 
these players left for future generations.

interactive online

Major League Baseball has fantastic information on the Negro Baseball Leagues too. Allow 
students to research their online features.

A great researchable feature online is at MLB: 
http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/history/mlb_negro_leagues.jsp

Great article on segregation in baseball: 
http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/history/mlb_negro_leagues_story.jsp?story=kaleidoscopic

Negro League Team Histories: 
http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/history/mlb_negro_leagues_teams.jsp

creative WritinG

After reading about the NBL, have students create a fictional character (player or 
management) and write an original story about them. The story should focus on their 
experience joining the NBL and what happens to them once they are part of the League. 
Ask students to share their stories with the rest of the class.
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theMe-based activities (continued)

nbl fantasy kickball draft

Organize a game of kickball for your class with a fantasy league twist. Before game day 
create a list of NBL players’ names; be sure to include star players as well as a good mix of 
basemen, hitters, pitchers, and outfielders. Start with the list of Negro players at the 
National Baseball Hall of Fame.
http://baseballhall.org/

Cut the list into strips and place each name into a container your students can draw from. 
Once each student has selected a name, have them research the abilities and stats of their 
player and create a quick stats chart for the class’s reference during team picks. Have them 
also fill out tags with their player’s name and number to wear during the game. 

Next, the class should build their teams, based on the NBL players they are representing. 
Have them collectively nominate their team captains. Each student will have a chance to 
appeal to the captains based on their quick stats. Each captain will be responsible for 
selecting their teammates, but encourage classroom input. The reward for their efforts: a 
game in the schoolyard!

african aMerican pride

African Americans during and after the Harlem Renaissance held great pride for their culture 
and worked to gain equality. Other than the Negro Baseball Leagues, what other African 
American organizations formed during this time? Ask students to discuss whether these 
organizations served as a vehicle to promote black baseball or if the sport was the vehicle 
for other social expression at the time.
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theMe-based activities (continued)

priMary source coMparison

Have students review the US Declaration of Independence and Lincoln’s speeches… and 
compare them to the Jim Crow laws enacted upon blacks as well as the idea behind the 
formation of the Negro Leagues… ask them to discuss whether a separate baseball league 
was truly free and equal.

Declaration: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That 
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on 
such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to 
effect their Safety and Happiness.”

Bill of Rights: Amendment 13 (abolition of slavery) not passed until 1/31/1865 and 
Amendment 15 (right to vote) passed 2/26/1870.

Lincoln: in addition to his Emancipation Proclamation, here are many great comments on his 
views of slavery in America:
http://www.nps.gov/liho/historyculture/slavery.htm

Jim Crow Laws: 
http://www.nps.gov/malu/forteachers/jim_crow_laws.htm
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inteGration era

the color barrier in Mlb

Blacks had not been allowed to play in any organized baseball, including the major leagues 
and their associated minor leagues, after the late 1880s (p. 5).
Moses “Fleetwood” Walker is considered the first black major league player, but he was a 
catcher prior to the color line (p. 16). That line was firmly drawn by 1900, and Adrian “Cap” 
Anson is considered to be a major proponent of the divide (sidebar p. 17).
While no blacks were allowed in the majors, light-skinned Cubans were (p. 19).
No Blacks Allowed Here sidebar (p. 13)

Review these book passages and use them to discuss in class the development of the color 
barrier and its inherent unfairness.

a lack of enthusiasM froM both sides

Money was a major reason both MLB and the NBL didn’t want to integrate. Major league 
teams made money by renting their stadiums to NBL teams. NBL teams worried not as 
many players would have opportunities to play if they had to compete for spots with white 
players (p. 20-21 and sidebar p. 22). 

Were these concerns valid or unfounded? Did they exist due to racism, economy, or both 
(sidebar p. 40)?

Jackie robinson

Allowing Robinson to play with the Brooklyn Dodgers was called the “great experiment” 
(chapter 3, p. 24-33). What was the experiment? Did the experiment fully succeed? How do 
readers respond to the threats Robinson faced (p. 29)?
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record holders

Review the sidebar on page 52 and have readers further research the lives and legacies of 
major leaguers Barry Bonds, Hank Aaron, and Rickey Henderson. Do these men have 
anything to say about their careers in MLB that relates to their thoughts on the NBL?

future of blacks in baseball

Read the quote on page 44 to students and discuss the current state of blacks in base-
ball—in 2011, only about 8.5 percent of MLB players were black. Ask them to hypothesize 
why there are less and less African-American baseball players. Tell students about the RBI 
Program 
(Reviving Baseball in Inner Cities) and ask them to discuss their thoughts on the program’s 
value.

inteGration era (continued)
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racisM in baseball

Refer to the sidebars on pages 15,19, and 54. Ask students to think about this strange 
and unfair treatment of African Americans. What does this treatment say about how many 
whites considered blacks at the time? 

Ask students to think about their dreams for the future, then ask them to put themselves in 
Walter “Buck” Leonard’s shoes (p. 34 & 35). What are the differences?

the players

The book describes players like James “Cool Papa” Bell (p. 24) and Josh Gibson (p. 42 & 
43) with almost “tall tale” grandiosity. How do these legendary players compare to today’s 
players? Ask students to research their favorite legendary NBL player.

Do events like the Olympics and modern professional sports afford equal opportunities to 
athletes based on their skill? Why or why not? What groups are still underrepresented or 
underestimated in sports today? 

innovations of the GaMe

Review page 46 and discuss how and why night games came into being. What other 
creative elements did black teams or black players add to the game? (focus on equipment, 
uniforms, etc. as there is a similar activity for Great Pitchers)

barnstorMinG and other curiosities

Discuss barnstorming — how this strategy was a result of segregation and racism, but how 
it also resulted in problematic stats comparisons across leagues (p. 51).

Great hitters
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My GaMe, My Way

NBL players are famous for utilizing a number of “creative” plays in the game of baseball 
including trick pitches and steals, among other things (sidebar p. 8, 24, 29). Ask students to 
compile a list. Are any of these plays still used? Are any illegal today? If so, why?

bioGraphies in Question

In the late 19th century, some states did not record the births of black babies (sidebar p. 
19). As a result, not all NBL players have accurate records and historians have had to make 
educated guesses. Discuss how this sign of racism at the time affects baseball stats and 
information today. Also ask students to imagine their personal information being 
unavailable and what that would feel like.

best resuMe in baseball

Introduce students to Wilber “Bullet Joe” Rogan (chapter 3 and p. 26 & 27). Have them 
write their own Hall of Fame bios for Rogan based on his career highlights and 
contributions to baseball.

Giants or bust

Review the sidebar on page 39 and ask students to debate the consequences of using the 
team name “Giants” so often — was it more effective as racist expression or as good 
advertising? What other points can be made about the team name “Giants”?

leroy “satchel” paiGe

Review chapter 5 (p. 40) to introduce students to Paige. Though he became the first black 
pitcher in MLB, he also had some pitfalls in the NBL. Ask students whether Paige reminds 
them of any contemporary pro athletes. How is he similar and how is he different? Ask 
them to share their ideas about what makes a pro athlete a good role model and what 
creates an athlete’s legacy. Are they intertwined or separate?

Great pitchers
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the east-West all-star GaMe

Review chapter 1 (p. 4) and discuss as a class the development and history of this game. 
Ask students to think about its role in the integration of baseball.

history or hearsay?

Review chapter 2 (p. 14) and discuss the discrepancies in baseball’s early history. Discuss 
how US culture and racism has played a role in baseball since its beginning.

andreW “rube” foster

Read about Foster in chapter 3 (p. 22) and have readers conduct further research about 
him. Ask them to think about how his background and experience as a ball player influ-
enced his desire, and impacted his ability, to found the Negro National League. 

the Great coMeback

The Great Depression was a serious threat to the NBL (chapter 4, p. 32), yet the leagues 
didn’t dissolve until after the color barrier was broken years later (chapter 5, p. 42). What 
does this say about the motivation behind the game and the original need for separate 
leagues? What do these challenges indicate about progress from segregation to 
integration?

Assign students to research an NBL team owner and the challenges he/she faced to start 
teams and keep them operational. Ask them to write a business proposal as a potential 
NBL team owner — their plan should include management strategy, a budget, and their 
promotional plan for selling tickets.

the story of the neGro leaGues


